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The incidence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) has remained
relatively unchanged over the past 20 years despite intensive
efforts to prevent this important complication of extreme
prematurity. Approximately 40% of infants born at less than
29 weeks gestation are diagnosed with BPD, which is defined
as oxygen supplementation at 36 weeks postmenstrual age.1

Although genetic susceptibility may account for 35–65% risk for
BPD,2 center-based incidence varies considerably,3 suggesting
that clinical practices are modifiable risk factors.
Developing a pharmacological approach to BPD prevention

has been a major focus of neonatal research. In this issue of the
Journal of Perinatology, Beam et al.,4 summarize a systematic
review encompassing studies published over more than a 20-year
period of pharmacological interventions to prevent BPD in at-risk
preterm infants. The authors identified 47 randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) and 19 early-phase trials that enrolled more than
20 000 infants to determine whether 21 drugs prevent BPD.
In their analyses, only five drugs (vitamin A, dexamethasone, caffeine,
inositol and clarithromycin) from 13 trials were found effective in
reducing BPD. Two of the drugs (inositol and clarithromycin) were
single-center RCTs and their efficacy has not been confirmed. The
authors explored possible explanations for the disappointing results
for such extensive efforts.

WRONG DRUG OR WRONG DOSE?
Only seven (16%) RCTs included in the systematic review were
preceded by early-phase studies evaluating pharmacokinetics
and/or safety and efficacy. Furthermore, despite the large number
of RCTs to prevent BPD, no drugs are currently FDA-labeled for the
prevention of BPD. This underscores a larger concern for drug
exposures in the neonatal intensive care unit. More than 90% of
drugs used in the neonatal intensive care unit are off-label;5 that
is, not FDA-approved for the prescribed indication, with infants
exposed to as many as 60 separate drugs during the course of
their hospitalization to the neonatal intensive care unit.6 The
federal government, through legislative actions and initiatives of
the Food and Drug Administration and National Institutes of
Health, has taken important steps in the last two decades to
improve the drug development process in neonates and children.
The FDA Modernization Act, Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act
and the Pediatric Research Equity Act have been credited with
over 500 pediatric labeling changes, but only one involved
preterm infants (INOmax).7,8 There are certainly challenges to
conducting the pharmacokinetic (PK) and safety studies required
by the FDA for label change in the preterm population, but the
consequences of testing the wrong dose are either that the drug
will be ineffective or that the infants are exposed to unnecessary
side effects. To increase the chance of success of Phase III RCTs
and to limit exposure of our vulnerable research subjects to unsafe
or ineffective dose regimens, we need to first conduct studies to
understand a drug’s pharmacokinetics in the preterm population.
Some of the challenges, their implications and potential

solutions are outlined in Table 1. Since infants ⩽ 28 weeks

gestation are at greatest risk for BPD, multi-center collaborations
are required for early-phase studies to accelerate the dose
optimization and safety evaluations before proceeding to Phase
III RCTs. Although there are ethical concerns for obtaining consent
from overwhelmed, stressed parents and exposure of a vulnerable
population to new therapies (or current unproven therapies),
neonatal drug research is scientifically and ethically essential.9,10

Blood sampling for PK studies is limited in preterm infants, but
strategies using sparse sampling, use of residual blood samples
from clinical specimens, population PK simulations/modeling
and analytical methods for drug detection in o100 μl of blood
have been successfully employed for this purpose in this popula-
tion.7 There are developmental and postnatal age-dependent
differences in drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and
excretion between preterm and term infants as well as older
children due to immaturity of multiple organ systems, differences
of body composition and rapid postnatal adaptations. There-
fore, extrapolating dosing from adults or older children may be
inadequate without taking these differences into account. More-
over, neonatal PK studies need to be stratified by gestational
age rather than birthweight. Multidisciplinary collaborations of
developmental lung biologists to identify therapeutic targets and
conduct pre-clinical studies, neonatal pharmacologists to assist in
PK/pharmacodynamic study design and analysis, and neonatolo-
gists with clinical trial expertise, supported by funding and
regulatory agencies, should be able to better address drug trial
design for future studies to prevent BPD.6,11

WRONG END POINT?
Over the course of the 22 years included in the systematic review,
the definition of BPD evolved. Thirty-one (66%) studies evaluated
a combined outcome of death and BPD. In the majority of the
studies, the BPD definition used was oxygen supplementation at
36 weeks postmenstrual age (N= 22, 71%), while older studies
used the definition of oxygen supplementation at 28 days (N= 14,
45%) and four studies used both definitions. Only two studies
used the physiological BPD at 36 weeks outcome determined by a
room air challenge. Although not a focus of this systematic review,
few of the drugs studied for the prevention of BPD have been
studied for their effects on later pulmonary health. Since children
born prematurely with a history of BPD are at increased risk for
respiratory illnesses, need for hospitalization, respiratory medica-
tions and lung function abnormalities during the first year of
life, at school age and beyond,12–14 it may be more important
to assess drug efficacy to prevent these later complications.
Compared to placebo, vitamin A reduced the incidence of
BPD and death in the neonatal period,15 but did not reduce
supplemental oxygen use post discharge, or respiratory hospita-
lizations or medication use at 18–22 months corrected age.16 In
contrast, intratracheal CuZn superoxide dismutase did not prevent
BPD at 28 days or 36 weeks postmenstrual age , but at 1 year
corrected the treatment group had less frequent wheezing,
respiratory illness requiring medications and hospitalizations
than the placebo group.17 These studies highlight the importance
of longitudinal pulmonary assessments of infants enrolled in
neonatal trials to prevent BPD and the need for discovery of better
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biomarkers in the newborn period that predict later lung health
outcomes.
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Table 1. Challenges, implications and potential solutions for clinical trials to prevent BPD

Factors Implications Potential solutions

GA⩽ 28 weeks is the highest risk
factor for BPD

Few subjects per center
Competing studies

Requires multi-center collaborations

Ethical and regulatory concerns in the
vulnerable population

Careful consideration of risk vs potential
benefit in study designs
Informed consent process that truly
informs the parents
Streamlining IRB review of multicenter
studies

Ensure risk-based protections for subjects

Studies of parent feedback on the consent process

Single IRB review for multicenter studies

Limitations of the amount of blood for
PK studies

Lack of pharmacological studies to inform
dosing regimens

Use residual clinical blood specimens
Sparse sampling, population PK modeling

Immaturity of multiple organ systems Extrapolating from doses for adults and
older children insufficient
PK study design should be stratified by GA
rather than BW

Multidisciplinary collaborations of neonatologists,
developmental lung biologists and neonatal
pharmacologists to improve drug selection and study
design

High mortality and multiple
morbidities in infants ⩽ 28 weeks

Difficult to distinguish known morbidities
of prematurity from drug-related adverse
events

Inclusion of survival in the composite outcome for BPD
Systematic approach for collection and analysis of adverse
events

What is the optimal outcome of
interest?

Efficacy of drugs may not be apparent until
later in infancy or childhood

Biomarkers to predict adverse pulmonary outcomes
Lung health outcomes assessed at 1 and 2 years of age

Impact on long-term
neurodevelopmental outcomes

Costly to include long-term follow-up
Centers involved in clinical trials should
have prior track record for minimizing loss
to follow-up

Neurodevelopmental follow-up up to 2 years should be
included in study design
Funding for this study component

Abbreviations: BPD, bronchopulmonary dysplasia; IRB, institutional review board; PK, pharmacokinetic.
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